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What’s natural is the microbe. All the rest – health, integrity, purity (if you like) – is a product
of the human will, of a vigilance that must never falter. 1

From Absurdity to Revolt
. . . one cannot help but be struck by the ethical force of Camus’s works. . . .2
Many like-minded people with a self-critical (theoretical, philosophical) disposition, after the onset of
the pandemic, have probably turned to their literary (humanist) education and reached for their
Camus. This Camusian instinct is probably motivated by the idea of metaphysical revolt that the
human(ist) subject experiences in the face of absurd suffering and, at the same time, it fuels the
desire to overcome the plague through (human) solidarity and love. The question is, however,
whether we can still trust these instincts in times when it is no longer the humanity of humans alone
that is threatened. This is what is at stake, I would argue, when our humanist instincts hit upon
posthumanist demands for taking ‘postanthropocentrism’ seriously in times of ‘humanitarian’ and
‘planetary’ crises, considering the combined impact of the current COVID-19 pandemic and global
climate change. Or, in other words, what to do with the ambient yearning for the human in these
‘posthuman’ times? Is there something that is in danger of being forgotten in the breathless race
towards who is the most serious about postanthropocentrism?
The motivation behind our (potential or real) engagement with posthumanism and its ongoing
critique of humanism, a thinking that often comes across as arcane and complicated, might be the
desire to comprehend what went wrong and what (still) is wrong with our most cherished values and
self-understanding. Such motivation raises questions not only concerning what it is but also what it
means to be human, or what a good life is and which way ‘evil’ lies. This posthumanism of a more
critical and genealogical kind should certainly not be seen as nostalgic. It is also not technophobic;
however it refuses to answer the question of technology in a deterministic or essentialist way. It is
also not religious in any way even though it does not read the postsecular as a straightforward turn
away from the modern and enlightened, political notion of secularism. It is in this deconstructive vein
that I think Camus and the controversy over to what extent he was an ‘existentialist’ (including the
question of whatever happened to this existentialism, i.e. to what extent it can or should still inform
us today) are relevant to the discussion about where the global COVID-19 pandemic is leading us. So,
this is an intervention on how aspects of humanism, some of which might prove unsurpassable, are
still governing our thinking – perhaps despite our best (posthumanist) intentions or our most
insistent (postanthropocentric) repressions.
It is in this context that Camus’ ‘tragic humanism’ still seems to remain a tempting point of reference
whenever one is faced with apocalypse, extinction, and crises like a global pandemic. It is precisely
because Camus is such a strong defender of liberal values like individual freedom, social justice,
pluralism and dialogue, democratic republicanism, and the rule of law in the very face of catastrophe
that his tragic humanism may again appear attractive to many, especially those who are always
willing to return to and affirm liberal humanist values and even hoping to extend them when faced
with adversity. And it is precisely this desire to reconnect with these values (or indeed, without ever
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really having disconnected from them) that needs to be investigated by a critical posthumanism,
now, again. Why do these values retain their strong attraction when we know that the hope and
universal appeal they offer have such a bad track record as far as our learning from their flaws, their
exclusions, their nostalgia, or their ressentiments are concerned?
Albert Camus’ The Plague remains the most obvious modern literary reference for a humanist
scenario playing itself out in the context of an epidemic. It emplots the task to become or remain
fully human in the face of annihilation, to search for the human in inhuman, or one might say,
posthuman times. It is through witnessing and accepting the fact of death and through experiencing
the humiliation of endless defeat while facing the merciless epidemic that Doctor Rieux and his
comrades impersonate the idea of human revolt. Out of the experience of absurdity arises the need
to act, and thus to embark on a quest for a better, more human(e), world. Most of us know this
story; many of us have internalised it in some form; it is almost impossible not to believe in it
somehow; it seems without alternative. It is the age-old yearning for transcendence that drives it.
And this is regardless of the fact that this yearning is linked to the idea of technological development,
social progress, or to the morality of human perfectibility, from Christian notions of resurrection to
Nietzsche’s Overman to transhumanist prophesies of enhancement and the evolutionary
replacement of humans by a superior AI.
The return to Camus in the time of the plague might be very predictable, as predictable as the
reaction of future-oriented transhumanists who have been arguing for a technical fix to human
suffering for a long time. Transhumanists would probably distance themselves from such a seemingly
reactionary and moralistic move, stuck in a ‘can’t do’ attitude as far as the ‘human condition’ is
concerned. There have certainly been conservative motivations in rereading The Plague, framed as
an example of how to retain one’s humanity in the face of suffering, or as an answer to a yearning for
ordinary humanity and good sense,3 a call for decency and fidelity and the need to hold on to our
humanity in the face of the plague and evil by way of vigilance.4 But there were also much more
nuanced reminders. Jacqueline Rose, for example,5 reminds us of the complexity of Camus’ novel and
its reception – a text that Camus intended to have at least three levels: an almost anthropological
level of how people behave when faced with an epidemic and suffering; a symbolic level dealing with
Nazi ideology, totalitarian practice, bureaucracy, and camp mentality (preceding Foucault, Agamben
and the entire discussion on ‘bare life’ and biopolitics); and a metaphysical-theological level that
explores the problem of evil and the question of theodicy from a (post)secular angle (i.e. after
Nietzsche’s ‘death of god’). Rose also puts her finger on what may be the two most significant
absences in The Plague, namely the literal absence of Oran’s Arab population and Camus’
complicated position as a pied-noir, a French-Algerian, regarding colonial politics and postcolonial
resistance, as well as the low visibility and the subservient, accessory role of women in Camus’ work
and existentialism more widely. However, the chord that The Plague cannot help but strike even
today lies in the narrator’s (i.e. the medical doctor Rieux’s) final carefully crafted, both tragic and
hopeful message that the epidemic leaves behind, namely that “there are more things to admire in
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men than to despise”.6 Rieux’s is a statement that encapsulates the entire post/humanist
problematic in that it may be precisely this arch-humanist consensus that may no longer be tenable
or even desirable and suspicious. And one way, precisely, in which it has become suspicious, as
feminists and critical posthumanists would agree, lies in the use of the word “men”. Men, deep
down, however, will still think that there is something desirable about them in the hope that at least
some women (and men, or other genders) will agree. All is thus still to decide or to play for, as Rose
says, and so much that remains to be done.7
Camus’ work is often described – based on his own classification into different ‘cycles’ – by a
development “from absurdity to revolt”. 8 Absurdity arises out the fact that after the ‘death of God’,
the human finds him-, her- or itself alone in this world. This causes a deep moral crisis, the loss of
transcendent and religious values, and the experience of meaninglessness and nihilism. Instead of a
liberation, the absence of God leads to a lack of a sense of direction, and ultimately to a reduction of
freedom and the loss of dignity. An absurd life is a life where everything is permitted, but nothing
makes sense. The only unshakable knowledge is that there is death at the end of life. There are only
two options: revelling or rebelling, to put it starkly. Either one lamentingly accepts the absurdity of
life and becomes a nihilist, or one takes absurdity as a starting point of one’s personal revolt against
this very absurdity and stands up to nihilism. The challenge is thus to accept life’s absurdity and
derive positive and constructive values and a limited notion of freedom out of what otherwise might
become collective nihilistic depression. However, this affirmative new humanism must refrain from
seeking new transcendental values outside of the human. It is purely immanent in its radical
anthropocentrism, but not in a materialist, consumerist, or capitalist sense, which would seek the
significance of life in the accumulation of wealth and consumption. Instead, it must be in close
connection with ‘nature’. This is not to be confused with a romanticised ecological notion in Camus’
case, however. For Camus, nature is utterly ambivalent in its ‘inhumanity’. The consciousness of
absurdity, nature’s inhuman beauty, and the acceptance of death as the ultimate limit can be the
only ground for developing a set of values on which to build a community of humans and reach
solidarity. The individual experience of absurdity leads to consciousness and to metaphysical revolt,
out of which arises the experience of community in suffering. This, in turn, stirs the collective fight
against evil in this world. It is basically a cathartic or tragic vision, which derives intrinsic collective
human grandeur out of the individual (but shared) experience of suffering, of death but also scorn,
persistence, and strength in adversity, authenticity, integrity, and dignity. In one word, it is heroic in
its ‘meekness’ – a “lucid invitation to live and to create, in the very midst of the desert”.9 The
experience of absurdity should therefore lead to lucidity and to an affirmation of life despite
everything. In this sense, “living is keeping the absurd alive”.10 The “divorce between the mind that
desires and the world that disappoints” should spark a “nostalgia for unity” and coherence.11 Suicide,
self-annihilation, withdrawal, acceptance… all these, by contrast, amount to a betrayal of the
injunction to pursue happiness in the face of evil. This is the main message of The Plague – namely to
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be resolutely on the side of the victims while putting up a fight against evil without delusion,
accepting absurdity without either becoming complicit with or adding to it.
From an existentialist point of view, in the absence of God, all the meaning is for humans to produce.
Against the destructive movement of history, the only option is this desperate (tragic, heroic,
Sisyphean) hope combined with a utopian desire without illusion – on which all remaining human
dignity relies – and which alone constitutes human freedom. This yearning manifests itself in the
individual’s endeavour to overcome ‘his’ alienation and thus to show ‘fraternity’ and solidarity with
the victims (of persecution, of cruelty, absurdity…).12 The sanitary fight against the deadly microbe is
therefore, at the same time, a form of political resistance and a moral duty. It is a fight against
indifference and for freedom for which self-delusion and ideological division is itself a pernicious
form of death. This revolt against the human condition is based on this existential(ist) recognition of
the human (double) nature. Today, however, more and more humans are becoming aware that all of
this is not only a rather self-righteous, self-indulgent, and nostalgic misconception of what solidarity
might mean, but that it is a worldview that is also increasingly becoming a threat to the planet and to
nonhuman as well as human survival. Hence the urgency of a shift towards a (critical) posthumanism
understood as the ongoing critique and deconstruction of humanism.

Camus and Tragic Humanism
. . . créer les conditions d’une pensée juste et d’un accord provisoire entre les hommes qui ne
veulent être ni des victimes ni des bourreaux.13
In Posthumanism: A Critical Analysis,14 I investigated ‘our’ ongoing love-hate relationship with
humanism which continues to manifest itself in an absurdist belief based on nostalgia, revolt, and the
yearning for something entirely other – another planet, another life, another freedom – and which
seems to ‘get us’ every time, especially in moments like the current COVID-19 pandemic crisis. But
why, indeed, should this be a surprise? Humanism is humanity’s greatest (and most dangerous)
achievement. However, it is an ideology, a set of values, a worldview that is now increasingly turning
against its subjects, in the face of ever more threatening global crises, extinction angst, humaninduced climate change, new genocides, global refugee movements; in short, unending human and
nonhuman suffering. And the central question remains: What to do about ‘it’? And what to do about
‘us’? How may reading Camus (still) help in such a seemingly irresolvable situation? How can we
‘unlearn’ the very humanist gestures that keep returning precisely in those very moments when we
start believing (hoping?) to have left them behind?
The least thing one could say about Camus’ relationship to humanism – and this is what he shares
with today’s critical posthumanists – is that he was disappointed by it. He was disappointed by the
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Christian humanism of Kierkegaard or Mauriac, which, in the face of the ‘human condition’, through
a kind of ‘leap of faith’, emphasises the ‘humanity’ of God in Christ and elevates human suffering into
a form of divine selection and salvation. He was disappointed by the atheist humanism of
existentialists like Sartre as well as that of Marxism even though he shared their premises, namely
that the human (especially in inhuman, totalitarian, nihilistic times) is the greatest value in need of
protection. However, he distanced himself from any human divinisation, including the idea of a
Nietzschean Overman or any kind of political absolutism in the name of which humans may commit
violence against other humans. The best way to describe Camus’ very particular humanism is that it
emphasises the importance of human solidarity in the face of evil and suffering without however
compromising the notion of human freedom and dignity.
Camus’ generation witnessed first-hand what the threat of nihilism means and how quickly political
ideals can turn into nightmares. Camus’ humanism is tragic, precisely, because it has gone through
the experience of despair. As he said about his generation in his acceptance speech of the Nobel
prize for literature in Stockholm in 1957: “They have had to forge for themselves an art of living
through times of catastrophe, in order to be reborn, and then to fight openly against the deathinstinct which is at work in our time.”15 It is the experience of the absurd, evil, suffering, and death in
this world that provokes the temptation of nihilism and that needs to be resisted by a humanist
renewal expressed in revolt and solidarity. Camus looks to the life-affirming tradition in classical
Greek philosophy and morality – a tradition he sees perpetuated in Mediterranean thought and
nature – to accept the ambivalence of human existence. Humans are capable of as well as subject to
the ‘best’ and the ‘worst’ and they are thus condemned to make choices in the absence of absolute
knowledge. They are subject to both love and despair. In a world where innocent children are
suffering and dying, the problem of theodicy (i.e. if God is good and just, why does he let evil happen
to the innocent?) highlights the existential absurdity of the human condition. Camus, however, sees
in this no justification for some kind of desperate faith (as exemplified in The Plague by the character
of Father Paneloux) nor for a complicity with violence or a nihilist ‘anything goes’ attitude. The revolt
Camus increasingly comes to advocate in his writings after his first cycle of works is born from the
experience of the absurd and the resistance to it, the scorn that Sisyphus shows of his tragic fate
imposed by the gods – and which is why, despite his suffering, “one must imagine Sisyphus happy”.16
Therefore, the experience of the absurd presents some valuable notions for us to learn from. In other
words, “from the apparently purely negative experience of the absurd itself”, as John Cruickshank
aptly summarises, there are “three values ultimately derived”:
First, there is the individual’s discovery of the part of himself which he holds to be important,
which he identifies as his essence as a human being, in the name of which he confronts the
absurdity of human existence – the value, we might say, of the individual human worth.
Second, the individual shares with other men this worth which he discovers in himself and this
fact leads him to a second value – a common human nature. Third, this value takes him directly
to the idea of the bond which links all men in face of the absurd – the value of human
solidarity.17
The answer to this individual and collective revolt, however, cannot lie in some kind of religious or
political community seeking ‘transcendence’ of the human condition. It needs to be achieved not
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‘vertically’ but ‘horizontally’, so to speak, in the pursuit of happiness in this life and in the pursuit of
(social) justice based on (human) solidarity.
Other critical questions arise at this stage regarding the legacy of Camus’ tragic humanism: in what
sense, exactly, might Camus’ very specific take on humanism have survived the anti-humanist wave
of poststructuralist theory that was to emerge shortly after Camus’ death in 1960? And, how to
explain its continued attractiveness in ‘posthuman’ times? One of the most comprehensive
contemporary reassessments of Camus’ life and work is the already mentioned Camus, philosophe:
To Return to Our Beginnings by Matthew Sharpe (2015). As its subtitle indicates, Sharpe believes that
Camus’ continued relevance lies in the way he reconnects modernity and humanism with its Greek
origins. The ‘modern’ Camus is the one who, together with his entire generation, investigated the
nihilistic ‘abyss’; the ‘pre- and postmodern’ Camus looks both ahead and back as an incorrigible
humanist and moralist. It was his moralism in the face of absurdity, evil, and revolt which made him
look completely dépassé shortly after his death, “in the heroic eras of structuralism and poststructuralism after 1960 in France, and the generations of the ‘theoretical turn’ influenced by these
movements in the UK, US, Australia and globally”, as Sharpe explains.18 However, it is precisely this
moral affirmation (of the human, the world, nature etc.) in reaction to the absurd, suffering,
injustice, and death – the core of his tragic humanism – which again seems to chime with certain
aspects of contemporary posthumanist thinking. Sharpe provides a very colourful portrait of Camus’
Janus-faced reception which is worth quoting in full:
Camus’ divided reception bespeaks the singularity of Camus’ thought and writing as an author
both Algerian pied noir and proudly republican; both Mediterranean and European;
philosophically trained yet famed as a litterateur; deeply “of his times” yet drawn to ancient
paradigms; a man of sentiment yet legatee to “a certain kind of dry, plain, contemplative
rationalism, which is typically French” [Sartre’s words]; a résistant moved by solidarity with the
political struggles of his contemporaries, while longing for the solitary leisure characteristic of
what less interesting times called the vita contemplativa; hedonist and humanist; a thinker
inveterately sceptical of all totalising philosophical systems, yet an unfailing defender of the
life of the mind; one of the first, most powerful critics of French barbarities in Algeria, yet
unable to endorse complete French withdrawal from its colonial possession; a man of the Left,
yet increasingly anti-Stalinist; a figure acutely moved by what one early essay names “the love
of life”, but a love whose envers in all his writings is a nearly-tactile sense of the transience of
things, the reality of senseless suffering, and the proximity of death. 19
Camus’ surviving appeal most probably lies in his struggle for ‘authenticity’ and the consciousness of
his own ambivalence, as described by Sharpe above: the desire to be ‘himself’ all the while deeply
‘caring’ about others and humanity’s fate in general. This is what makes Camus the “last thinker of
authenticity”, as Jacob Golomb claims; Camus understands his desire for unity and his need for clarity
and coherence as an act of lucidity.20 In a time when the human in the humanist sense is threatened
with disappearance – literally and conceptually – Camus’ tragic or desperate attempt to seek
assurance for the human dignity guarantees a continued or a renewed desire to be (or to become)
human, after all:
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But I know that something in the world has a meaning and that is man, because he is the only
creature to insist on having one. The world has at least the truth of man, and our task is to
provide its justification against itself.21
Camus’ cry of revolt remains a “fundamental expression of the universal, transcultural human desire
for unity”, Sharpe claims.22 In a world facing “ecological collapse, resource shortages, species
extinctions, the superexploitation of the South, the liberal-plutocratic eclipse of democratic willformation, the rise and rise of forms of state-based and extremist terrorism, and the growing of
states’ security and surveillance apparati”, Camus’ is a “kind of measured, neoclassical naturalism
and humane thinking that the world today cannot very much longer do without”.23 Impossible, it
seems, to argue with this, and yet…

Today’s Plague
Je tiens au monde par tous mes gestes, aux hommes par toute ma pitié et ma reconnaissance.
Entre cet endroit et cet envers du monde, je ne veux pas choisir, je n’aime pas qu’on
choisisse.24
The Plague belongs to Camus’ second cycle of works which he named “The World of Tragedy and the
Spirit of Revolt” and which followed on from the cycle of “The Absurd”, as Margaret Gray aptly
summarizes it:25
In keeping with this cycle’s exploration of tragedy and revolt, La Peste chronicles the
imprisonment, exile, oppression and suffering experienced by the citizens of Oran when plague
strikes. Yet the novel also dramatizes the victory of human spirit and solidarity over that which
would threaten and dismember it: a plague, an enemy occupation, existence itself.26
However, The Plague is also a great drama of separation and solitude (the narrator, Doctor Rieux, is
separated from his wife, Rambert is separated from the woman he loves, and virtually all inhabitants
of Oran are brutally separated from their dead loved ones, not to speak of Camus’ own experience of
exile during the war while writing the novel).27 And yet, it is Rambert’s choice in favour of solidarity
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over his own happiness that emblematises the victory of human spirit of revolt against the
segregation and repression of the pandemic regime (i.e. the plague itself and the administrative
reaction to it – both also meant as an allegory of France’s occupation by the Nazis and the existence
of concentration camps). As Camus’ narrator claims, when it comes to plagues, “everybody is a
humanist”,28 in the face of its utter meaninglessness. It is the anonymity of death during a plague, the
sheer arbitrariness in which it claims the lives of random individuals (including the most innocent
ones), the de-individualisation of bodies buried in mass graves that makes an epidemic so absurd and
which calls for solidarity and revolt (both in a metaphysical and political sense). It is the ‘banality of
evil’ (of the plague, but also of the other epidemic that Camus allegorises in the novel, namely Nazi
fascism, fanatical nihilism, and political or religious absolutism of any sort) that is most terrifying and
dehumanising. It is that which calls for resistance in the knowledge that illness and death (just like
the ‘rats’ carrying the pestilence bacillus) cannot ultimately be defeated (or, indeed, Camus’ life-long
struggle with tuberculosis). Since there is no salvation outside of this world, it is this one life that
counts and that needs affirmation. It is an affirmation, however, that is ultimately without hope
because it will inevitably end in death and defeat. And it is a struggle that must be based on the
recognition that an individual pursuit of happiness can only function through solidarity with others.
“For human truth lies in accepting death without hope. Real courage means never to cheat. That
double lesson is at the core of Camus’s major novel, The Plague”.29 Even though it may be endless,
the fight against suffering and the pursuit of immanent happiness is all the more important, since the
‘microbe’ (the bacillus of the plague) is constantly present in and with ‘us’. But so is the beauty of this
world. Revolt is thus a question of “common decency [honnêteté]”, as Tarrou explains.30
Arguably, the central scene of The Plague is the dialogue between Tarrou and Rieux, two friends
united in their revolt against suffering, which contains all the central elements, values, moves, maybe
‘reflexes’ of a tragic and liberal humanism as the only credible answer to the absurdity of the human
condition and the inhuman beauty of life. One could argue that Tarrou serves as a living example of
conscious human sacrifice (as opposed to the unconscious, ‘gratuitous’ death of the innocent child,
judge Othon’s son, which leads to a confrontation between Father Paneloux and the atheist, Doctor
Rieux). Rieux is the helpless witness to Tarrou’s losing battle against the microbe, but as the narrator,
he is also its prime moral ‘beneficiary’, the survivor to tell the tale. Tarrou is motivated – like every
homme révolté – by a hatred of violence even if committed in the name of apparently good causes.31
It is the ‘inner plague’, the “plague within [humans]”,32 which is the reason that “[w]e must keep
endless watch on ourselves lest in a careless moment we breathe in somebody’s face and fasten the
infection on him”.33 “[T]he good man, the man who infects hardly anyone, is the man who has the
fewest lapses of attention”, in this scheme. Tarrou’s ‘lesson’ on the sacrificial logic of the (good, or at
least less evil) human culminates in what is probably the best-known statement of the novel: “All I
maintain is that on this earth there are pestilences [fléaux] and there are victims, and it’s up to us, so
far as possible, not to join force with the pestilences”.34
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What Tarrou aspires to is being a “saint without God”35 and being even “less ambitious” (in terms of
heroic humanism) than Rieux, who still aspires to being human: “What interests me is – being human
[être un homme]”.36 This may, indeed, be the hardest lesson to be administered to humans, as their
ultimate ‘sin of pride’ is to aspire to ‘humanity’, when all they need to do is to perform their “métier
d’homme”.37 In this sense, Tarrou’s death, the ultimate defeat for the medical doctor unable to help
the friend he loves and admires, is tragically cathartic. Tarrou’s legacy is for Rieux, the witness, to tell
– a tale (or chronicle) that is not heroic in the sense of a song of praise of human grandeur, but
maybe heroic in a more stoic sense, of an unwinnable fight against “the spear-thrusts of the plague”
striking his friend’s “human form . . . consumed by searing superhuman fires”.38 And what, then, one
may ask, is the lesson of such a tragic humanism? That “all a man could win in the conflict between
plague and life was knowledge and memories”. However, this is not a quietism; “Tarrou, perhaps,
would have called that winning the match”.39
Rieux legitimates his role as the narrator (he only reveals himself as such once the events of the
plague in Oran have been resolved, so to speak) in order to create and maintain the idea of a
‘chronicle’ – an objective, self-less account of an almost ‘cosmic’ battle (between good and evil),
expressed in the mystifying sentence:
Summoned to give evidence regarding what was a sort of crime, he has exercised the restraint
that behoves a conscientious witness. All the same, following the dictates of his heart, he has
deliberately taken the victims’ side and tried to share with his fellow-citizens the only
certitudes they had in common – love, exile, and suffering. Thus he can truly say there was not
one of their anxieties in which he did not share, no predicament of theirs that was not his.40
In the (legal) case against the human brought on by the cosmic force of nature in the form of the
microbe, “Dr Rieux resolved to compile this chronicle, so that he should not be one of those who
hold their peace but should bear witness in favour of those plague-stricken people; so that some
memorial of the injustice and outrage done them might endure; and to state quite simply what we
learn in a time of pestilence: that there are more things to admire in men than to despise”.41 This
cathartic and affirmative lesson – the degree zero of any humanism, namely that humans are and
remain redeemable – remains a temporary achievement, however. It constitutes the radical
‘openness’ and ambivalence of the human-animal and it is, ultimately, what guarantees that the
cosmic drama will continue. This is the knowledge and humility that the plague has administered to
Camus’ lone humanist survivor:
He knew what those jubilant crowds did not know but could have learned from books: that the
plague bacillus never dies or disappears for good; that it can lie dormant for years and years in
furniture and linen-chests; that it bides its time in bedrooms, cellars, trunks, and bookshelves;

whose main message and sacrificial humanist logic states that the victim is always more human the
perpetrator. Cf. Elio Vittorini, Men and not men, trans. Sarah Henry (Marlboro, Vt: The Marlboro
Press, 1985).
35
The Plague, 208.
36
The Plague, 209; translation modified.
37
Camus, “Le Vent à Djemila”, Noces, in Oeuvres Complètes d’Albert Camus (Paris: Éd. du Club de
l’Honnête Homme, 1983), 170.
38
The Plague, 235.
39
The Plague, 237.
40
The Plague, 246.
41
Ibid.
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and that perhaps the day would come when, for the bane and the enlightenment of men, it
roused up its rats again and sent them forth to die in a happy city. 42
In other words, it gives rise to tragic ‘nostalgia’ and the insight that “through suffering comes
knowledge”.43
Yearning for the human in inhuman or posthuman times is a desire that drives any humanism.
Posthumanist suffering today involves a recognition that the tragic anthropocentrism of Camus
cannot be ignored but also that the principle of solidarity that humanism proposes has proven to be
insufficient. Camus was certainly deeply aware of the beauty and inhumanity of nature in his keenly
felt, exilic attachment to the Algerian landscape of his youth. However, the realm of the nonhuman
(nature, ‘the animal’, the alien and absent god) remains ‘other’ in its indifference. And in its
indifference or ambivalence, it also remains a challenge or task. What separates a posthumanist
understanding from existentialism, ultimately, is the awareness of an inextricable entanglement
between humans and nonhumans (between nature and culture, between human and nonhuman
animals, life and death, bodies, and technics…). It is this new non/human (or more-than-human)
condition, which does not so much invalidate the tragic humanist desire for meaning but extends it,
that calls for affirmation and solidarity today. It is an extension of Camus’ life-affirmation ‘beyond’
the human, accommodating, living-with the nonhuman, including the ‘microbe’ (bacillus, virus…) and
an extension of solidarity to nonhumans.44 The posthuman communities of ecological entanglement
should see Camus’ ethical and political struggle for happiness and social justice in the face of
‘absurdity’ despite all its shortcomings and weaknesses not as irrelevant or opposed but as
complementary to the search for new ecological forms of multi-species justice. After all, to transform
nihilism from passive despair into a way of revolting against the death drive at work in the
Anthropocene is still very much at the heart of contemporary climate concern. However, there will
not be much time left to regret the downfall of the tragic human and ‘his’ condition. ‘He’ will need to
be told to get a grip. While there is no harm in believing that there is (still) more things to admire
than to despise in humans (or nature for that matter), the human can no longer remain a semidetached ‘stranger’ to this world. Tragedy’s catharsis and the cultivation of ‘moral excellence’, today,
lie outside anthropocentrism.
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